Together Mediation provides a family mediation service
throughout England and Wales. We aim to help adults, whose
relationship or marriage has broken down, come to a mutual
agreement regarding their children, finances and property
By going through mediation, you can avoid the costs and
stress of going to court
Our Mediators are professionally accredited with the Family
Mediation Council and are also experienced Family Solicitors
who are members of the College of Mediators, Family
Mediation Association, Resolution and the Law Society

Mediation is a positive method of resolving issues that come to light because of a relationship breakdown,
separation or divorce. Before you can make an application to the Court for family matters, you must have attended
a Mediation Information and Assessment Meeting (MIAM) unless certain circumstances apply
* We continue to provide family mediation by video conference which has many benefits. Our team are also
participating in the Government Voucher Scheme, where the Ministry of Justice will provide contributions of
up to £500 per family, to resolve issues relating to children following parental separation. In most cases this
covers your costs
Our professionally trained mediators can help you resolve issues that might include:
•

Arrangements for your children (New - Including child inclusive mediation)

•

Child maintenance payments

•

Finances

•

Property

Attending mediation can help you stay in control. We help both parties gain a clear understanding of their financial
position, helping you to consider all available options. You can attend mediation separately or together, as you
prefer, but nobody is forced to attend. We ensure that neither party is put under any pressure
All discussions that take place in our mediation meetings are 100% confidential. We will not give out your
information without written consent from both parties. However, in a situation where a child is thought to be at
risk, this may change
Depending on the issues that need to be resolved, you can expect to attend between two and five meetings
How can Mediation help you?
In both the long and the short term, mediation can help couples come to decisions and agree on certain
arrangements, thus reducing conflict
It also has other benefits including:
•

Court fees and proceedings can be avoided

•

Greatly reduce stress on family and children

•

Gain a clear understanding of your financial situation

•

Make communication easier, particulary if you are arguing

Get in touch

Follow us

For further information, please contact us
via one of the below methods:

@2gethrMediation

T: 01291 639527
E: hello@togethermediation.co.uk
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